SOLUTIONS FOR FUTURE FACTORIES

▪ Accialini Training & Consulting was founded in 2019 by Nicola
Accialini
▪ Vision: innovation is a key factor for a sustained growth in the
global market
▪ Mission: We support manufacturing organizations to innovate and
improve their processes
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Tailored Solutions
▪ Problems are universal, but solutions must be tailored
▪ We will provide the solutions that best fit your needs

Technology &
Innovation

Industry 4.0
& Smart Factory

Manufacturing
Management

Business
Development

People
Development
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Innovation Management
Innovation Management allows organizations to respond to
external or internal opportunities, and use their creativity to
introduce new ideas, processes or products

Masterclass

Front-end Innovation
▪ Idea Generation

▪

Innovation Strategy

▪ Concept Selection

▪

Innovation Culture

▪ Concept Protection

▪

Innovation Processes

▪

Innovation Management Tools

▪ Requirements Definition
▪ Risk Assessment

Innovation
Management System
– ISO 56002

▪ Implementation Plan
▪ Project Innovation Charter
https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/innovation-management/
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New Product Development
NPD Masterclass
▪ NPD Strategy
▪ Portfolio Management

Product Development is the backbone of
every company and it is subject to a great
change, especially in the last years

▪ New Products Processes
▪ Culture, Organization and Teams
▪ Tools & Metrics

▪ Market Research
▪ Lifecycle Management
https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/new-product-development/
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Technology Management
Technology Management is a set of management disciplines
that allows organizations to manage their technological
fundamentals to create competitive advantage

Scouting

• A planning technique to support

• identifying emerging

strategic and long-range planning, by

technologies
• channeling technology related

information into the organization
• supporting the acquisition of
technologies

Roadmapping
matching short-term and long-term goals
with specific technology solutions.
• It helps companies to plan in a more
holistic way to include non-financial

goals and drive towards a more
sustainable development.

Strategy
• interpreting competition
• examining the modeling of
technological competition
• defining the role of

Masterclass
• We provide specific
training to teams on
all key aspects of
Technology
Management

technology in the innovation
strategy framework of the
organization

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/technology-management/
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Industry 4.0 & Smart Factory
Industry 4.0 implies the utilization of different technology trends, mainly
digital, to offer solutions to future challenges such as higher productivity
and efficiency, better and faster decision making, mass personalization of
new products, higher transparency and lower cost

Masterclass
▪ The 4 industrial revolutions

Sustainability 4.0
▪ Identification of sustainability
opportunities in the factory

▪ The key technologies

▪ The Smart Factory
▪ Smart Factory Implementation
▪ Impact of Industry 4.0
▪ Digital transformation
requirements and skills in demand

▪ Identification of the most

suitable 4.0 technologies

Pilot Projects
▪ We have a network of more than
100 companies offering 4.0 solutions
▪ We are able to support you in the

implementation of the technology
that best fits your requirements

▪ Planning of implementation
costs and schedule

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/industry-4-0/
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Lean 4.0
• Lean 4.0 refers to the combination of Lean Manufacturing and Industry 4.0 tools
• Both paradigms are promising to solve future challenges in manufacturing industries

Gemba Walk
▪ We help you to identify hidden
opportunities
▪ The best way to identify

opportunities is through the

Hidden Opportunities
▪ Reduce waste using cost effective
solutions
▪ Higher OEE with paperless
solutions, RTLS, Real-time Analytics

observation of your
manufacturing facility

▪ Optimized workflows throughout
Process Simulations

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/service-lean-40/
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Logistics 4.0
• Logistics 4.0 means the management of production flows with the aid of
technological solutions, mostly digital
• We can support you in 3 fundamental areas of activity:

Connectivity

Decision Making

Transportation Systems

Fundamental to collect and

Decisions need to be made on the basis

It is necessary to implement proper

process information in real time on

of the data collected and decide, for

transport systems capable of

the status of semi-finished products

example, when to launch a production

transporting the batches in the various

and goods

batch based on demand

processing stages quickly and
efficiently

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/logistics-4-0/
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Manufacturing Capability Management
We help organizations to assess their current capability and to identify the

best strategy for improvement

Masterclass
▪

Consulting

Manufacturing Capability

We provide support in

Assessment

each of the previously

▪

Concurrent Engineering

▪

Process Improvement

▪

Capability Acquisition

▪

Process Control

mentioned areas

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/manufacturing-capability-management/
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Production Systems
Whether you have an already existing production facility to be optimized or you want
to implement a new one, it’s important to recognize that the selection of the proper
solution is a vital decision.

Enhance
Agility

Production
System Design
▪

Requirements Definition

One of the fundamental

▪

Project Plan

aspects of a modern

▪

Method Definition

production system is the

▪

Simulation

ability to reconfigure

▪

Workload balance analysis

itself according to

▪

Layout

demand variation

▪

Virtual Build Event

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/production-systems/
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Quality Management – Lean Six Sigma
Lean Six Sigma is an improvement philosophy based on real data and observations,
which is based on the prevention of the defect rather than on its detection, it is
responsible for customer satisfaction thanks to the reduction of variability and waste
within the processes and promotes the use of standardization and value streams
thereby creating a significant competitive advantage.

Six Sigma
Steps

Certifications
We are accredited to provide trainings
and to certify professionals at different
levels:

• White Belt
• Yellow Belt
• Green Belt

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/lean-six-sigma/
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Business Development in Aerospace
Manufacturing
Are you a manufacturing organization and you want to enter in the aerospace
business? We have been working in this market for many years and we are the right
partner to support you in the challenge

Internationalization

Supply Chain Development

Leaving your comfort zone to trade

• Do you need additional capability/capacity?

internationally can make your business

• Do you want to outsource some processes, or

stronger, more successful, and more
profitable

you need to bring them in house?

We support your organization to develop a
proper and flexible supply chain

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/business-development-in-aerospace-manufacturing/
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Management 4.0
Complexity

Flexibility

Internationalization

Productivity

Sustainability

Resilience
Digitalization

• These are just some keywords that the new managers of the future will have to keep in mind to manage
companies in an increasingly competitive and global ecosystem.
• We provide you with adequate support in managing change and new challenges within your
organizational structure:
• Developing Leadership
• Reskilling
• Developing New Capabilities
• Managing Innovation and New Technologies
• Managing Virtual Teams
https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/management-4-0/
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Leadership Development Programme
“The pessimist complains about the wind. The
optimist expects it to change. The leader
adjusts the sails.” – John Maxwell
The PowerSkills ON Leadership Programme is

1 - Team Building

designed to prepare leaders and instruct

2 - Active Listening

them on how to adjust their sail.
Positioning leadership as a reflective practice
requiring continuous self-development, this
programme is structured around 7 core skills
that will help you grow into a better leader.

The 7
Core
Skills

3 - Effective Communication
4 - Creativity
5 - Empathy
6 - Charisma
7 - Critical Thinking

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/service/leadership-development-programme/
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Elearning: www.skills4i.com
▪ SkillS4i is our elearning platform to develop industrial skills

▪ With SkillS4i you can learn from your office or from home, whenever you want
▪ With SkillS4i you can learn at your own pace: take your time!
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Our Core Team

Kristian
Salazar
Business
Development,
South America

Nicola
Accialini
Senior Consultant,
Founder

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/accialini-training-and-consulting/

Veerle
Ponnet
Leadership Coach
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Some of our Clients & Partners

https://www.accialiniconsulting.com/our-clients/
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Contacts
Armilla (Granada), Spain
Este (PD), Italy
nicola@accialiniconsulting.com
www.accialiniconsulting.com
+34 623 195453
accialini.consulting
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